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The Cassels]Pfister theorem is one of the major results in the algebraic
theory of quadratic forms. It asserts that if a quadratic form q over a field
F of characteristic different from 2 represents over the rational fraction
 . w xfield F t some polynomial P g F t , then P is already represented by q
w x w xover F t . Proofs can be found in the standard reference books of Lam 6
w xand Scharlau 7 .
The purpose of this paper is to prove an analogue of this theorem for
central simple algebras with involution. The involutions we consider are
ring-antiautomorphisms of order 2. They do not necessarily leave the
center elementwise invariant; if they do, they are called of the first kind.
Otherwise, they are of the second kind. Background information on central
w x w x  w x.simple algebras with involution may be found in 7 or 1 or 5 .
The main result of the paper is the following statement, which was
w xinspired by Gerstein's proof of the Cassels]Pfister theorem 4 :
THEOREM. Let A be a finite-dimensional central simple algebra with
 .in¨olution s of any kind o¨er a field F of characteristic different from 2.
Let t be an indeterminate o¨er F and
w x w xA t s A m F t , A t s A m F t . .  .F F
 .Denote also by s the in¨olution on A t which extends s on A and lea¨es t
 .  . w x  .=in¨ariant. If f g A t is such that s f f g A t , then there exists u g A t
 . w xsuch that s u u s 1 and uf g A t . In particular, it follows that
s f f s s g g .  .
w xfor g s uf g A t .
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The proof of this theorem is given in Section 1. To see how it may be
regarded as an analogue of the Cassels]Pfister theorem, consider a
 .  .quadratic space V, q over a field F and let A s End V with theF
adjoint involution s with respect to q. This involution is defined by the
property
b x , f y s b s f x , y for x , y g V , .  .  . .  .q q
where b is the bilinear form associated to q:q
1b x , y s q x q y y q x y q y for x , y g V . .  .  .  .q 2
w x  .If a polynomial P g F t is represented by q over F t , then there is a
vector
¨ g V m F t .F
 .   ..  .such that q ¨ s P. Let f g End V m F t s A m F t be a mapF  t . F
such that
f V s ¨ ? F . .
 . w xCLAIM. s f f g A t .
In order to prove the claim, consider a basis e , . . . , e of V and the dual1 n
basis ea, . . . , ea defined by1 n
0 if i / j;
ab e , e s .q i j  1 if i s j.
 .For all i s 1, . . . , n, there exists a g F such that f e s ¨a . Therefore,i i i
for i, j s 1, . . . , n
w xb s f f e , e s b f e , f e s Pa a g F t , .  .  .  . .  .q i j q i j i j
hence
n
a w xs f f e s Pa a e g V m F t . .  . i i j j F
js1
 .  w x. w xIt follows that s f f g End V m F t s A t , proving the claim.F w t x F
 .=   ..The theorem above then yields an element u g A t s GL V m F t
such that
w x w xuf g A t s End V m F t . .F w t x
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In particular,
w xuf V s u ¨ ? F ; V m F t , .  . F
 . w x  .so u ¨ g V m F t . Moreover, since s u u s 1 we haveF
b u ¨ , u ¨ s b s u u ¨ , ¨ s b ¨ , ¨ , .  .  .  .  . .  .q q q
  ..  .  .hence q u ¨ s q ¨ s P. Therefore, u ¨ yields a representation of P
w xover F t .
1. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM
In this section, A denotes a finite-dimensional central simple algebra
over a field F of characteristic different from 2. We fix an irreducible left
 .A-module V and let D s End V . The algebra D is a central divisionA
F-algebra, by Schur's lemma, and V has a natural structure of right vector
space over D, so that
A s End V , .D
 w x.by Wedderburn's theorem see, for instance, 7, Theorem 8.1.5 .
w x  .Let t be an indeterminate over F. Extending scalars to F t or F t , we
let
w x w xL s A m F t s A t , A t s A m F t .  . .F F
w x w xD s D m F t s D t , D t s D m F t .  . .F F
and
w xM s V m F t , V t s V m F t . .  .F F
 .Thus, the elements in L resp. D are polynomials with coefficients in A
 .  .   ..resp. D in the central indeterminate t. The algebra A t resp. D t is
 .  .central simple resp. division over F t ; its elements may be written in the
 . w xform lrd, where l g L resp. l g D and d g F t , d / 0. Moreover,
 .  .  .V t is a right D t -vector space, M is a right D-submodule in V t , and
L s End M , A t s End V t . .  .  . .D D t .
 .DEFINITION. A lattice in V t is a finitely generated right D-submodule
 .  .  .of V t which contains a D t -basis of V t .
 .Since there is a right and left Euclidean division algorithm in D with
 .respect to the degree map, this ring is a right and left principal ideal
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domain. Therefore, every lattice L is a free D-module, and there is a
 .  .D t -basis e , . . . , e of V t such that1 n
L s e D [ ??? [ e D .1 n
If c , . . . , c is a basis of V over D, hence also of M over D, we may1 n
consider the map
u g End V t s A t .  . .D t .
defined by
u c s e for i s 1, . . . , n. .i i
 .The element u is invertible in A t and satisfies
L s u M . .
 .  .=Therefore, every lattice L is of the form u M for some u g A t ; the
element u is uniquely determined by L up to a right factor in L=, since
 .  . y1  . =the condition u M s ¨ M implies u ¨ g GL M s L .D
 .Suppose now that A has an involution s of any kind . The algebra D
then also has an involution : D ª D of the same kind as s , and there is
=an « g F satisfying «« s 1 and an «-hermitian form h on V with respect
to such that s is the adjoint involution with respect to h; i.e.,
h: V = V ª D
is a bi-additive map such that
h xa , yb s a h x , y b .  .
and
h y , x s «h x , y .  .
for x, y g V and a , b g D; moreover
h x , a y s h s a x , y .  .  . .  .
 .for all x, y g V and a g A s End V .D
 .  .The involutions s and have canonical extensions to A t and D t ,
respectively, such that
s t s t s t . .
 . w xWe also extend the form h to V t by Z t -bilinearity, so that the
 .involution s on A t is still the adjoint involution with respect to h.
 . aFor every lattice L in V t , we define the dual L of L by
La s x g V t ¬ h x , L ; D . 4 .  .
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 .  . a1.1 PROPERTIES. a For e¨ery lattice L, the dual L is a lattice, and
Laa s L.
 .b For all lattices L , L ,1 2
a aa a a aL l L s L q L and L q L s L l L . .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
 .  .=c For all u g A t ,
a y1u M s s u M . .  .  .
 . aProof. We first check property c , starting with the special case M s
w  .a xM, which is clear. If x g u M , then
h s u x , M s h x , u M ; D , .  .  . .  .
 . . a  .y1 .hence s u x g M s M and x g s u M . Conversely, if x s
 .y1 .s u m for some m g M, then for m9 g M,
h x , u m9 s h m , m9 g D , .  . .
w  .xa  .  .so x g u M . This proves property c , and property a follows since
 .  .=every lattice has the form L s u M for some u g A t .
 .The first equality in property b follows from the definitions; the second
equality is obtained by substituting La, La for L , L in the first equality,1 2 1 2
 .and applying property a .
DEFINITION. A lattice L is called integral if L ; La or, equivalently, if
 .h L, L ; D.
If L , L are integral lattices such that L ; L , then since a reverses1 2 1 2
inclusions we have
L ; L ; La ; La .1 2 2 1
Therefore, if L ; L ; ??? ; L ; ??? is a chain of integral lattices, we1 2 n
have L ; La for all i. Since D is noetherian and La is a finitely generatedi 1 1
D-module, the chain must stop. Therefore, every integral lattice is con-
tained in a maximal integral lattice. Alternatively, this also follows from a
.Zorn lemma argument.
 .  .1.2 PROPOSITION. If L is a maximal integral lattice in V t , then
La s L.
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Proof. We first claim that
1.3 La l M s L l M . .
Since L is integral, the inclusion L l M ; La l M is clear. To prove the
converse inclusion, observe that for all x g La l M, the lattice L q xD is
integral and contains L. Since L is maximal, we must have x g L, and the
 .proof of 1.3 is complete.
 .  .Taking the dual of both sides of 1.3 and taking into account 1.1 , we
get
L q M s La q M .
Therefore, every element x g La has a decomposition
1.4 x s y q m .
for some y g L and some m g M. Since L ; La, we have x y y g La,
hence
m s x y y g La l M .
 .  .By 1.3 , it follows that m g L. Now, the right-hand side of 1.4 is in L,
ahence x g L and L ; L.
A slight adaptation of a theorem of Harder yields the description of the
self-dual lattices. We just set the notations and refer to Scharlau's book
w x7, Sect. 6.3 for the proof of Harder's theorem.
 .The first step is to extend the degree map from D to D t : for d g D
w xand d g F t , d / 0, we set
d
deg s deg d y deg d, /d
letting deg 0 s y`. The degree map thus defined is a homomorphism
 .=  .=from D t to Z; hence it vanishes on commutators in D t . In particu-
 .lar, even though the Dieudonne determinant of a matrix over D t isÂ
defined only up to commutators, yet the degree of the Dieudonne determi-Â
 .   ..nant is well-defined. Identifying A t with M D t by means of an
 .  .D t -basis of V t , we thus get a group homomorphism
=deg det: A t ª Z. .
 .1.5 LEMMA. For l g L,
deg det l G 0;
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for l g L=,
deg det l s 0.
Proof. The second statement readily follows from the first: indeed,
if l, m g L are such that lm s 1, then
deg det l q deg det m s 0.
Assuming the first part, we have deg det l G 0 and deg det m G 0; hence
the preceding equation yields
deg det l s deg det m s 0.
 .Let a be a basis of A over F. With respect to this basis, thei is1, . . . , m
reduced norm has a polynomial expression: there is a polynomial N X ,1
. w x. . . , X g F X , . . . , X such thatm 1 m
m
Nrd a a s N a , . . . , a for all a , . . . , a g F . .A i i 1 m 1 m /
is1
 . w xSince a is also a basis of L over F t , it follows thati is1, . . . , m
w xNrd l g F t for all l g L . .A t .
w xNow, it follows from 3, Theorem 1, p. 146 that
Nrd l s Nrd det l , .  .A t . D t .
hence
1.6 deg Nrd det l G 0. .  .D t .
w x 2To complete the proof, observe that if D : F s s , the maps
 4ydeg: D t ª Z j ` .
and
1
 4y deg Nrd : D t ª Z j ` .D t .s
 .  .are two Schilling valuations which have the same restriction to F t .
Since the extension of a valuation from the center to a division algebra is
w xunique 9 , it follows that these maps coincide. Therefore,
1
deg det l s deg Nrd l,A t .s
 .and from 1.6 it follows that deg det l G 0.
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 . < <For any lattice L in V t , we define an integer L g Z by picking a
D-basis e , . . . , e of L and letting1 n
< <L s deg det h e , e . . .i j 1Fi , jFn
  ..A change of basis multiplies the matrix h e , e by matrices ini j 1F i, jF n
 .  .GL D ; 1.5 shows that the degree of the determinant does not change,n
< < < <hence L is well-defined. We may alternatively define L by
1
< <L s deg Nrd s u u . .A t .s
w x 2  .if D : F s s and L s u M .
wWith this definition, the same arguments as those in the proof of 7,
x  .Lemma 6.3.4 show that if h is anisotropic, then every lattice L in V t
contains an element ¨ such that
1
< <deg h ¨ , ¨ F L , .
n
wwhere n s dim V. Arguing as in the proof of Harder's theorem in 7,D
xTheorem 6.3.3 , we get:
 .  . a1.7 PROPOSITION. For e¨ery lattice L in V t such that L s L , there
 .=  .exists an isometry u g A t such that L s u M .
 .=  .Note that u g A t is an isometry if and only if s u u s 1.
 .  .Proof of the theorem. Let f g A t be such that s f f g L. We may
w xwrite f s lrd for some l g L and some d g F t , d / 0, such that
 .  .s d s d. Since s f f g L, we have
h f m , f m9 s h s f f m , m9 g D .  .  .  . .  .
 .  .for all m, m9 g M. Therefore, f M q dM is an integral lattice in V t .
 .Let L be a maximal integral lattice containing f M q dM. Combining
 .  .  .=  .1.2 and 1.7 , we get an element u g A t such that s u u s 1 and
 .  .  .L s u M . Then f M ; u M , hence
y1u f g End M s L . .D
Remark. The results above can be recast in terms of fractional right
 .ideals in A t , making them independent of the representation of A as
 .  .  .End V . Define fractional, right L-ideals in A t as finitely generatedD
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 .  .  .right L-submodules of A t containing an F t -basis of A t . If A s
 .  .End V , every L-ideal I in A t has the formD
I s Hom M , L .D
 .for some lattice L in V t . It follows that every L-ideal I has form I s uL
 .=  .for some u g A t , since every lattice L has the form L s u M .
Define the dual of a L-ideal I by
aI s x g A t s x I ; L , 4 .  .
 .a  a.  .so that Hom M, L s Hom M, L for every lattice L in V t . FromD D
 . a1.2 , it follows that every L-ideal I such that I ; I and which is maximal
a for this property satisfies I s I this can also be proved directly by
 ..mimicking the proof of 1.2 , and the version above of Harder's theorem
 .  .=1.7 shows that every such ideal is of the form uL for some u g A t
 .such that s u u s 1.
2. APPLICATIONS
The applications discussed in this section are centered on the notion of
w xhyperbolic involution. Recall from 2 that a central simple algebra A with
 .involution s is called hyperbolic if there is a representation A s End VD
as in the preceding section such that s is the adjoint involution with
respect to a hyperbolic hermitian form on V. It will be necessary to extend
this definition to algebras of the form A = Aop, where A is a central0 0 0
 .simple algebra over some field F of characteristic different from 2 and0
Aop is the opposite algebra, with the switch involution0
s a, bop s b , aop . .  .
In this case the center F s F = F is not a field, but is an etale quadraticÂ0 0
extension of a field F , and the involution s is of the second kind. It is0
easily seen that every Azumaya algebra over F s F = F with an involu-0 0
tion which interchanges the two factors F is isomorphic by an isomor-0
. opphism which preserves the involutions to an algebra of the form A = A0 0
with the switch involution. Every algebra with involution of this kind will
also be termed hyperbolic.
w xThe next result, slightly modified from Theorem 2.1 of 2 , gives a
criterion for an involution to be hyperbolic. We suppose that A is either a
central simple F-algebra with involution s}we then denote by F the0
subfield of s-invariant elements in F}or an algebra of the form A = Aop0 0
discussed above with the switch involution.
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 .2.1 LEMMA. The following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .  .a A, s is hyperbolic.
 .  .b There is an element a g A such that s a a s 0 and
1dim aA G dim A.F F20 0
1 .Then in fact dim aA s dim A.F F20 0
Proof. If s is the switch involution on A s A = Aop, then both0 0
 .  .conditions are satisfied: Condition a holds by definition and b holds for
 .a s 1, 0 g F = F ; A.0 0
For the rest of the proof, we may thus assume that A is central simple.
w x  .Theorem 2.1 of 2 then shows that a is equivalent to the existence of a
right ideal I such that I s I H , where we have set
H  4I s x g A s x ? I s 0 . 4 .
w xMoreover, Corollary 1.5 of 2 shows that for any right ideal J,
2.2 dim J q dim J Hs dim A. . F F F0 0 0
Therefore, if I s I H , then
1dim I s dim A.F F20 0
Every element a g A such that I s aA then satisfies the requirements in
 .condition b .
 .Conversely, if a g A is such that s a a s 0, then the ideal I s aA
satisfies
I ; I H ,
 .and from 2.2 it follows that
1dim I F dim A.F F20 0
1 HTherefore, if moreover dim aA G dim A, then we get I s I , andF F20 0
 .A, s is hyperbolic.
As a first application of the main theorem, we determine the group of
multipliers of similitudes of an algebra with involution over a field of
rational fractions.
A similitude in a central simple F-algebra A with involution s is an
element g g A such that
s g g g F=. .
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 . =If F ; F is the subfield of s-invariant elements, we have s g g g F for0 0
 .every similitude g g A. The element s g g is called the multiplier of the
 . =similitude g. We denote by G A, s the subgroup of F consisting of0
 .multipliers of similitudes of A, s .
 .If A s End V and s is the adjoint involution with respect to aD
 .nonsingular «-hermitian form h on V, then the similitudes of A, s may
alternatively be described as the D-linear maps
g : V ª V
for which there exists m g F= such that0
h g x , g y s mh x , y for all x , y g V . .  .  . .
 .Then m s s g g is the multiplier of g. Thus, m is the multiplier of a
 .similitude of A, s if and only if there is an isometry: h , mh, or
equivalently an equality
 :h s m ? h
«  .in the Witt group W D, of «-hermitian forms over D. Since hyperbolic
«  .forms represent the 0 element in W D, , it follows that
2.3 G A , s s F= if A , s is hyperbolic. .  .  .0
This relation also holds for Azumaya algebras A s A = Aop with the0 0
switch involution.
 .If V, h has an orthogonal decomposition
V , h s V , h H V 9, h9 , .  .  .0 0
« .  .where V 9, h9 is hyperbolic, then h s h in W D, , hence the multipli-0
 .ers of similitudes of V, h are the same as the multipliers of similitudes of
 .V , h . Therefore, in discussing multipliers of similitudes of an «-hermi-0 0
tian space we may always reduce to the case where the form is anisotropic,
 .by means of the Witt decomposition theorem. The condition that V, h is
anisotropic translates to the following condition on A:
s a a s 0 implies a s 0 for a g A .
 w x.see 2, Corollary 1.8 .
Now let t be an indeterminate over F. As above, we denote
A t s A m F t s A m F t . .  .  .F F 00
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w xIf p is a monic irreducible polynomial in F t , we let0
w x w xF p s F t rp F t and A p s A m F p . .  .  .0 0 0 F 00
 .   .. We extend s to A t resp. to A p by leaving t invariant resp. by
 . .leaving F p elementwise invariant and denote again by s this exten-0
  . .sion. The multipliers of similitudes of A t , s are determined by the
following proposition:
 .  .=2.4 PROPOSITION. Let f g F t . Consider the factorization0
f s cp a1 ??? p a r ,1 r
= w xwhere c g F , a , . . . , a g Z, and p , . . . , p g F t are distinct monic0 1 r 1 r 0
irreducible polynomials. The following conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .   . .a f g G A t , s
 .  .   . .b c g G A, s and A p , s is hyperbolic for each i s 1, . . . , ri
such that a is odd.i
 .=  . 2   . .Proof. For g g F t we have s g g s g , hence G A t , s >0
 .=2   . .  .  .F t . Since moreover G A t , s is a group, b « a follows if we0
prove:
w xCLAIM. If p g F t is a monic irreducible polynomial such that0
  . .   . .A p , s is hyperbolic, then p g G A t , s .
 .   . .Let a g F p be a root of p . Since A p , s is hyperbolic, we have0
t y a g G A p t , s , .  . .
 . by 2.3 . We now use Scharlau's norm principle the proof in the classical
w x .case 7, Theorem 2.8.6 carries over without change to hermitian forms to
derive
N t y a g G A t , s . .  . .F p . t .r F  t .0 0
 .Since N t y a s p , the claim is proved and the proof ofF p . t .r F  t .0 0
 .  .b « a is complete.
 .To prove the converse implication, we may assume A, s is anisotropic
since the multipliers of an «-hermitian form only depend on the Witt
 .=2   . .equivalence class of the form. Since F t ; G A t , s , we may alter0
  . .the given f g G A t , s by a square. We may thus assume f is square-
 .free: a s 1 for i s 1, . . . , r. Suppose g g A t is a similitude with multi-i
plier f :
2.5 s g g s cp ??? p . .  . 1 r
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w xBy the main theorem, we may assume g g A t . Let g g A denote the
leading coefficient of g. Since s is anisotropic, the leading coefficient of
 .  .  .s g g is s g g . Comparing leading coefficients in 2.5 , we get
c s s g g g G A , s . .  .
 .On the other hand, reducing both sides of 2.5 modulo p for i s 1, . . . , r,i
we get
s g g s 0 in A p , .  .i i i
w xwhere g s g q p A t is the reduction of g modulo p . In order to showi i i
  . .A p , s is hyperbolic, it suffices to provei
1dim g A p G dim A , .F p . i i F20 i 0
 .by 2.1 .
Let deg A s n, so that dim A s 2n2 if F / F and dim A s n2 ifF 0 F0 0
 .F s F . Taking the reduced norm of both sides of 2.5 , we get0
¡N Nrd g if F / F ; . .Fr F A t . 00n n n ~c p ??? p s1 r 2¢Nrd g if F s F . .A t . 0
Therefore, the following lemma completes the proof:
 . w x2.6 LEMMA. Let p g F t be a monic irreducible polynomial and let0
w x w x  .g g A t . Also let g# s g q p A t g A p denote the reduction of g modulo
p and let n denote the exponent of the highest power of p which di¨ ides
  ..  .N Nrd g if F / F and Nrd g if F s F . ThenF  t .r F  t . A t . 0 A t . 00
dim g# A p G dim A y nn . .F F0 0
Proof. Let F be a separable closure of F and F be an algebraics a
closure of F , and lets
p s t p e y a ??? t p e y a .  .1 r
w xbe the factorization of p into distinct irreducible factors in F t . Also lets
X 1r p e w xa s a g F for i s 1, . . . , r, so that in F ti i a a
p e p eX Xp s t y a ??? t y a . .  .1 r
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There is a commutative diagram
i1w x w xF t ª F t0 s
6 6
j j1 2
i2
F p ª F .0 a
w xwhere i is the inclusion, i is the embedding which maps t q p F t to1 2 0
a X g F , j is the reduction modulo p , and j is the evaluation at a X .1 a 1 2 1
Tensoring with A over F , we get a similar diagram,0
i1w x w xA t ª A m F tF s0
6 6
j j1 2
i2
A p ª A m F . F a0
 .and g# s j g . Since dimensions do not change under scalar extensions,1
we have
2.7 dim g# A p s dim i g# A m F .  .  .  .F F 2 F a0 a 0
s dim j i g A m F . .  .F 2 1 F aa 0
On the other hand,
M F = M F if F / F ; .  .n s n s 0A m F ,F s0  M F if F s F . .n s 0
Suppose first F / F , and let0
w x w xi g s g 9, g 0 g M F t = M F t , .  .  .  .1 n s n s
so that
2.8 j i g A m F , g 9 a X M F = g 0 a X M F . .  .  .  .  .  . .2 1 F a 1 n a 1 n a0
The theory of elementary divisors shows that one can find invertible
 w x.matrices p9, q9, p0, q0 g GL F t such that p9g 9q9 and p0 g 0 q0 aren s
diagonal matrices
p9g 9q9 s diag gX , . . . , gX .1 n
p0 g 0 q0 s diag gY , . . . , gY .1 n
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X X Y Y w x for some g , . . . , g , g , . . . , g g F t . Since the dimension of the left or1 n 1 n s
.right ideal generated by a matrix is the product of the rank and the order
of the matrix, we have
2.9 dim g 9 a X M F s n rk g 9 a X .  .  .  . .F 1 n a 1a
s n n y ¨ 9 , .
X X .where ¨ 9 denotes the number of indices i s 1, . . . , n such that g a s 0.i 1
w xLet ¨ denote the p-adic valuation on F t . This valuation extends top 0
 p e . w xthe t y a -adic valuation ¨ on F t , and we have1 p s1
gX a X s 0 if and only if ¨ gX G 1. .  .i 1 p i1
Therefore,
¨ 9 F ¨ gX q ??? q¨ gX s ¨ gX ??? gX . .  .  .p 1 p n p 1 n1 1 1
 w x.On the other hand, since p9 and q9 are invertible in M F t , we haven s
=  .  .det p9, det q9 g F , hence ¨ det p9 s ¨ det q9 s 0. Sinces p p1 1
det p9 det g 9 det q9 s gX ??? gX ,1 n
it follows that
¨ det g 9 s ¨ det p9 q ¨ det g 9 q ¨ det q9 s ¨ gX ??? gX , .  .  .  .  .p p p p p 1 n1 1 1 1 1
 .  .hence ¨ det g 9 G ¨ 9, and from 2.9 we getp 1
dim g 9 a X M F G n n y ¨ det g 9 . .  .  . .F 1 n a pa 1
Similarly,
dim g 0 a X M F G n n y ¨ det g 0 . .  .  . .F 1 n a pa 1
 .  .By 2.8 and 2.7 , it follows that
dim g# A p G 2n2 y n ¨ det g 9 q ¨ det g 0 . .  .  . .F p p0 1 1
 .Now, N Nrd g s det g 9 det g 0 andF  t .r F  t . A t .0
n s ¨ N Nrd g s ¨ det g 9 q ¨ det g 0 , .  . . .p F  t .r F  t . A t . p p0 1 1
so the proof is complete when F / F .0
If F s F , the arguments are the same, except that only one matrix is0
 .  w x.  w x.involved: if i g s g 9 g M F t and p9, q9 g GL F t are such that1 n s n s
p9g 9q9 s diag gX , . . . , gX .1 n
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X X w xfor some g , . . . , g g F t , then1 n s
dim j i g A m F s n n y ¨ 9 , .  . .F 2 1 F aa 0
X X .where ¨ 9 is the number of indices i s 1, . . . , n such that g a s 0. Oni 1
the other hand,
¨ 9 F ¨ det g 9 s ¨ Nrd g s n , .  .p p A t .1
and the proof is complete.
 .Remark. A direct proof of 2.4 in terms of hermitian spaces has been
w xfound by Merkurjev 8, Proposition 2 .
 .We now use 2.4 , in conjunction with the main theorem, to find criteria
for an involution to become hyperbolic under certain scalar extensions.
 . wThe following result was first proved by a different method in 2,
xProposition 4.1 in the case where the involution s is of the first kind:
 .  .2.10 PROPOSITION. Let A, s be a central simple F-algebra with
 .in¨olution and let KrF be an odd-degree field extension. If A m K, s is0 F0
 .hyperbolic, then A, s is hyperbolic.
Proof. We first observe that it suffices to prove the proposition in the
case where KrF is a simple extension. Indeed, suppose the proposition0
holds in this case; if KrF is not simple, then there is a chain of fields0
F s K ; K ; ??? ; K s K0 0 1 r
such that K rK is simple and of odd degree for each i s 1, . . . , r. If si iy1
becomes hyperbolic over K, then it is hyperbolic over K , hence alsory1
over K and so on down to F .ry2 0
w xTherefore, denoting by p g F t the minimal polynomial of some0
primitive element of K, we may assume
K s F p .0
w xfor some monic irreducible polynomial p g F t of odd degree.0
By the Witt decomposition theorem, it suffices to prove that an
anisotropic involution does not become hyperbolic over K. We may thus
assume further that s is anisotropic. If s becomes hyperbolic over K,
 .then by 2.4 it follows that
p g G A t , s , . .
w xand the main theorem then yields an element g g A t such that
s g g s p . .
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 .Since s is anisotropic, the degree of s g g is even, hence this equation is
impossible.
wThe next result also was proved by different arguments in 2, Theorem
x3.3 , under the extra hypothesis that s is of the first kind:
 .  .2.11 PROPOSITION. Let A, s be a central simple F-algebra with
in¨olution and let F denote the subfield of F elementwise in¨ariant under s .0 ’ .Assume s is anisotropic and let K s F d be a quadratic field extension of0
 .F . The algebra with in¨olution A m K, s is hyperbolic if and only if A0 F0
contains an element r such that
r 2 s d and s r s yr . .
 .Proof. Let t be an indeterminate over F . Proposition 2.4 shows that0
 .A, s becomes hyperbolic over K if and only if
2.12 t 2 y d g G A t , s . .  . .
 . 2If there exists r g A such that s r s yr and r s d, then
s t y r t y r s t 2 y d , .  .
 .  .hence 2.12 holds and A, s becomes hyperbolic over K.
 .Conversely, if 2.12 holds, then the main theorem yields an element
w xg g A t such that
2.13 s g g s t 2 y d. .  .
Since s is anisotropic, the degree of g must be 1. Moreover, multiplying
g by a suitable factor in A=, we may assume g is monic. Thus, g s t y r
 .  .  .for some r g A, and from 2.13 it follows that s r s yr and s r r s
yd.
Continuing this line of investigation, we associate an F -algebra with0
 .involution H , s to every monic separable polynomial of even degreep p
2 n 2 ny1 2 ny2 w xp t s t q s t q s t q ??? qs g F t . . 1 2 2 n 0
The algebra H is generated by 2n non-commuting indeterminatesp
a , . . . , a , b , . . . , b subject to the relations which derive from the follow-1 n 1 n
ing equation, where the indeterminate t is central:
p t s t n q a t ny1 q ??? qa t n q b t ny1 q ??? qb . .  .  .1 n 1 n
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Thus,
 4H s F a , . . . , a , b , . . . , b rI ,p 0 1 n 1 n
where the two-sided ideal I is generated by the elements
a q b q a b y s for k s 1, . . . , nk k i j k
iqjsk
a b y s for k s n q 1, . . . , 2n. i j k
iqjsk
The involution which interchanges the generators a and b of the freei i
 4algebra F a , . . . , a , b , . . . , b preserves the ideal I and induces there-0 1 n 1 n
fore an involution s on the quotient ring H . As above, we denotep p
 . w x w x  .F p s F t rp F t . Since p is separable, F p is a direct product of0 0 0 0
separable field extensions of F :0
F p s F p = ??? = F p . .  .  .0 0 1 0 l
 .Let A, s be a central simple F-algebra with involution and suppose F is0
 .the subfield of F elementwise invariant under s . We say A, s becomes
 .  .hyperbolic over F p if it becomes hyperbolic over F p for each0 0 i
i s 1, . . . , l.
 .  .2.14 PROPOSITION. Suppose A, s is anisotropic. The algebra with
 .  .in¨olution A, s becomes hyperbolic o¨er F p if and only if there is a0
homomorphism of F -algebras with in¨olution:0
H , s ª A , s . .  .p p
 .  .Proof. From 2.4 , it follows that A, s becomes hyperbolic over
 .   . .F p if and only if p g G A t , s . This last condition is equivalent to0
 .the existence of f g A t such that
s f f s p . .
w xAccording to the main theorem, we may assume f g A t . Since deg p s 2n
and s is anisotropic, we may further assume f is monic and deg f s n.
Let
f s t n q f t ny1 q ??? qf .1 n
We then get a homomorphism
w : H , s ª A , s .  .p p
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 .  .by mapping a , . . . , a to s f , . . . , s f and b , . . . , b to f , . . . , f .1 n 1 n 1 n 1 n
 .  .Conversely, if w : H , s ª A, s is a homomorphism of algebras withp p
involution, then the polynomial
f s t n q w b t ny1 q ??? qw b .  .1 n
 .  .  .satisfies s f f s p , hence A, s becomes hyperbolic over F p .0
2 ’ .  .When n s 1 and p s t y d, then H s F p s F d with the invo-p 0 0’  .  .lution s which changes the sign of d . Thus, 2.14 generalizes 2.11 .p
The structure of the algebra H for an arbitrary polynomial p isp
determined in a forthcoming joint paper with D. Haile.
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